
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of COVID-19 on consumer behaviour and digital trends and
brands

•• How digital brands will fare post-COVID-19
•• Focus on the realities of the market aside from the pandemic to provide a

clear understanding of the dynamics of today’s digital brands without the
uncertainty brought on by such an unprecedented event

•• A more granular insight into the strategies used in the digital tech market,
as well as highlighting valuable lessons that can be learned from some of
the most successful brands in the world

The digital tech industry is often talked about in terms of overall trends; what
devices and services consumers want and why. But within the landscape of
product and service trends exists a highly dynamic battle between brands. And
some of those companies have gotten so large and diverse that the line
between hardware and digital service brands has started to blur; brands like
Apple, Google, Amazon and even Nintendo produce both hardware and
software/digital services.

As the COVID-19 crisis makes the entire consumer market even more
competitive – with economic challenges bringing additional scrutiny to every
dollar spent – brands will have to be particularly nimble navigating this new
world. As this Report will show, certain digital brands have already established
product ecosystems that give them more stable long-term prospects than
others – but at the same time, price could surpass brand as a factor for
consumers as budgets tighten. As a result, the stakes of brand competition in
this industry are higher than ever because they are battling for an increasingly
scarce resource – disposable income – yet the sale of just one device could
ultimately result in years of brand loyalty from a consumer across many different
products.
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“Digital brands are suddenly
at the forefront as the world
grapples with COVID-19.
Apple and Google have
partnered to create contact
tracing software, Amazon is
experiencing shipping delays
due to a surge in online
shopping, while Nintendo is
selling out of consoles and
Netflix is keeping the world
entertained. The way
consumers are dealing with
the crisis has made these
brands as important as
ever.” – Scott Stewart, Senior
Tech & Media Analyst
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• New hygiene concerns could affect long-term demand for
touchless tech

• How the crisis will affect key consumer segments
• Older consumers are familiarizing themselves with

technology
• Future demand will be different for the employed vs

unemployed
Figure 8: Canadian unemployment rate, April 2005-2020

• Parents are dealing with unique challenges
Figure 9: Norton Security Instagram post, May 2020

• How a COVID-19 recession will reshape the industry
• Economic downturn will shift tech from a toy to a tool

Figure 10: Little things add up, April 2020
• Innovation opportunities for digital tech
• A chance for augmented reality to shine

Figure 11: Warby Parker Twitter post, March 2020
• COVID-19: Canadian context

• Loyalty is established through consistent product quality
• Popularity of online shopping creates opportunity for digital

brands
• New government regulations in the digital age

• Loyalty is established through consistent product quality
• Popularity of online shopping creates opportunity for digital

brands
• New government regulations in the digital age

• Tech brands are broadening their product portfolios
• Mergers and acquisitions are consolidating power in digital

tech
• Marketing messages can sometimes look the same
• Brands will continue to diversify into new categories
• COVID-19 will force brands to change some messaging

• Tech brands are broadening their product portfolios
Figure 12: Samsung Mobile Instagram Post, March 2020

• Mergers and acquisitions are consolidating power in digital
tech

THE MARKET – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

MARKET FACTORS

KEY PLAYERS – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

WHAT’S WORKING?
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• Marketing messages can sometimes look the same
Figure 13: Apple Instagram Post, February 2020
Figure 14: Samsung Canada Instagram Post, July 2019
Figure 15: Microsoft Store Instagram Post, December 2016
Figure 16: Google Nest Hub | Help at home, October 2019
Figure 17: Amazon Super Bowl Commercial 2020 – Ellen and
Portia “Temperature” Teaser, January 2020

• Brands will continue to diversify into new categories
Figure 18: Apple TV Instagram Post, September 2019

• COVID-19 will force brands to change some messaging
Figure 19: Amazon Instagram Post, March 2020

• Tech brand ownership
• Usage of competing online platforms
• Consumer perceptions of tech brands
• Brand loyalty and product ecosystems
• Brand competition in the telecom sector
• Evaluating techniques to build tech loyalty

• Apple and Samsung are the clear leaders in smartphones
Figure 20: Smartphone brand ownership, February 2020
Figure 21: Smartphone brand ownership, by gender, February
2020
Figure 22: Smartphone brand ownership, by age, February
2020
Figure 23: Own an Apple iPhone, by age and household
income, February 2020

• Cultural differences in Apple iPhone ownership
Figure 24: Own an Apple iPhone, by region, February 2020

• Apple and Samsung also dominate the tablet market
• Demographic differences are similar to smartphones

Figure 25: Tablet brand ownership, February 2020
Figure 26: Tablet brand ownership, by age, February 2020

• Smartphone and tablet brand choices are closely
connected
Figure 27: Tablet brand ownership, by smartphone ownership,
February 2020

• Smart speaker market is driven by Google and Amazon
Figure 28: Smart speaker brand ownership, February 2020

CHALLENGES

WHAT’S NEXT?

THE CONSUMER – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

TECH BRAND OWNERSHIP
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Figure 29: Made by Google Instagram Post, November 2018
Figure 30: Made by Google Instagram Post, November 2018
Figure 31: Amazon Alexa: Practice Hours, April 2019

• Amazon is dominating the online retailer market
Figure 32: Online retailer purchases, February 2020
Figure 33: Online shopping: Amazon vs Walmart, February
2020

• Uber is the clear leader in ridesharing
Figure 34: Rideshare app usage, February 2020
Figure 35: Rideshare app usage, by race, February 2020

• Food is going online in both foodservice and grocery
• McDonald’s and Starbucks are both building their app

usage
Figure 36: Mobile app ordering: McDonald’s vs Starbucks,
February 2020
Figure 37: Foodservice mobile app usage, by age, February
2020
Figure 38: McCafé Mobile Order and Pay | Singing, March
2019
Figure 39: Starbucks Canada Instagram Post, February 2020

• Online grocery orders are much slower to take off
Figure 40: Online grocery orders, February 2020

• Apple, Amazon and Microsoft have distinct brand positions
Figure 41: Correspondence analysis – symmetrical map –
brand characteristics, February 2020
Figure 42: Microsoft Instagram Post, February 2020

• The Google brand has some contradictory meaning for
consumers

• iPhone owners’ brand perceptions are similar to most
consumers’
Figure 43: Correspondence analysis – symmetrical map –
brand characteristics, Apple iPhone owners, February 2020

• Younger consumers have some different opinions about
brands
Figure 44: Microsoft brand characteristics, by age, February
2020
Figure 45: Google brand characteristics, by age, February
2020

USAGE OF COMPETING ONLINE PLATFORMS

CONSUMER PERCEPTIONS OF TECH BRANDS
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• Many consumers want to have tech devices from the same
brand
Figure 46: Prefer to have tech devices all from the same
brand, by smartphone brand, February 2020
Figure 47: Prefer to have tech devices all from the same
brand, by age, February 2020

• Most consumers think their smartphone brand is the best
Figure 48: Think smartphone brand is the best on the market,
by smartphone brand, February 2020

• Majority of consumers purchase their smartphone brand
again
Figure 49: Current smartphone is the same brand as previous
one, by smartphone brand, February 2020

• Rogers, Bell and Telus all have similar market position
Figure 50: Mobile network provider for smartphone, February
2020
Figure 51: Mobile network provider for smartphone, by
household income, February 2020
Figure 52: Mobile network provider for smartphone (select),
Chinese Canadians vs overall, February 2020
Figure 53: Fido advertisement, February 2020
Figure 54: Fido advertisement, November 2019

• Koodo, Virgin, Fido, Freedom and Vidéotron make up the
next tier
Figure 55: Mobile network provider for smartphone, Quebec
vs rest of Canada, February 2020
Figure 56: Mobile network provider for smartphone, 18-24s vs
over-25s, February 2020
Figure 57: Freedom Mobile advertisement, April 2018

• Consumers are loyal to their mobile network providers

• Smart speaker promotions are used to create product
ecosystems
Figure 58: Have a smart speaker I did not pay full price for,
by financial situation, February 2020
Figure 59: Amazon Instagram Post, December 2019

• Four in five consumers have a Gmail account
Figure 60: Smartphone brand ownership, by Gmail usage,
February 2020

BRAND LOYALTY AND PRODUCT ECOSYSTEMS

BRAND COMPETITION IN THE TELECOM SECTOR

EVALUATING TECHNIQUES TO BUILD TECH LOYALTY
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Figure 61: Tablet brand ownership, by Gmail usage, February
2020

• Amazon Prime leverages free shipping to create brand
loyalty
Figure 62: Smart speaker brand ownership, by Amazon Prime
subscription, February 2020
Figure 63: Tablet brand ownership, by Amazon Prime
membership, February 2020

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Consumer qualitative research
• Correspondence analysis
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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